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Soft shape-programmable surfaces by fast
electromagnetic actuation of liquid metal networks
Xinchen Ni 1,11, Haiwen Luan1,11, Jin-Tae Kim 1,11, Sam I. Rogge1, Yun Bai1,2,3, Jean Won Kwak 1,4,

Shangliangzi Liu1, Da Som Yang1, Shuo Li1, Shupeng Li4, Zhengwei Li1, Yamin Zhang1, Changsheng Wu1,

Xiaoyue Ni 1,3,5✉, Yonggang Huang 1,2,4,6✉, Heling Wang 2,4,6✉ & John A. Rogers 1,2,4,7,8,9,10✉

Low modulus materials that can shape-morph into different three-dimensional (3D) config-

urations in response to external stimuli have wide-ranging applications in flexible/stretchable

electronics, surgical instruments, soft machines and soft robotics. This paper reports a shape-

programmable system that exploits liquid metal microfluidic networks embedded in an

elastomer matrix, with electromagnetic forms of actuation, to achieve a unique set of

properties. Specifically, this materials structure is capable of fast, continuous morphing into a

diverse set of continuous, complex 3D surfaces starting from a two-dimensional (2D) planar

configuration, with fully reversible operation. Computational, multi-physics modeling meth-

ods and advanced 3D imaging techniques enable rapid, real-time transformations between

target shapes. The liquid-solid phase transition of the liquid metal allows for shape fixation

and reprogramming on demand. An unusual vibration insensitive, dynamic 3D display screen

serves as an application example of this type of morphable surface.
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Materials that can change in shape in a reversible and
programmable manner are of rapidly growing interest
for use in deployable structures1,2, robotic systems3,4,

and biomedical devices5–9. Among the many different classes of
such platforms, sheets/membranes that can actively transform
into different 3D configurations upon a programmable, external
stimulus are particularly notable for their applications in tunable
optics10,11, soft machines12, biomimetic skins13, and structures
for aerodynamic drag control14,15. A variety of materials can be
exploited to affect such types of geometrical transformations,
including most prominently those that rely on properties of liquid
crystal elastomers16–18, shape memory polymers and alloys19,20,
responsive hydrogels21–23, conductive polymers24, dielectric
elastomers25,26, metal nanowire networks27,28, and carbon
nanotubes and graphene29,30. Other schemes rely on active
control over processes in compressive buckling31–33 or folding
deformations8,34–39. Most of these approaches, however, suffer
from one or more of the following limitations: (i) use of discrete
mesh/lattice structures to approximate smooth surfaces40–42, (ii)
inability to reversibly transform into multiple shapes23,43, (iii)
modest range of accessible 3D geometries from a single
design44,45, (iv) power inefficiencies in operation13,23, and (v)
relatively slow speeds for shape morphing16,46,47. This paper
adapts recently reported concepts in soft actuators48 as the basis
for a fast, programmable, shape-morphing materials system that
uses cross-bar arrays of liquid metal traces embedded in sealed,
elastomeric microfluidic structures. This platform supports on-
demand, real-time reversible transformations of functional
membranes into diverse varieties of complex, continuous 3D
surfaces, with capabilities in rapid, continuous switching between
sequences of geometries. Specifically, shapes of these liquid metal/
elastomer hybrid materials can be precisely controlled by varying
the distribution of currents that pass through a collection of
liquid metal ribbon structures while in the presence of a static
magnetic field. Distributed Lorentz forces produced in this
manner simultaneously act on different regions of the surface,
balanced by restoring forces associated with the deformed elas-
tomer, to determine the resulting shape. This system offers rapid,
reversible shape morphing responses and continuous program-
mability, with advantages in speed and power consumption
compared to existing mechanisms that use thermal49–51,
chemical52,53, or mechanical stimuli31,54,55. Furthermore, despite
the requirement of a magnetic field, this purely electronic system
avoids the complexity, limited reliability and constrained scal-
ability associated with conventional pneumatically actuated
systems13 that use pumps and valves. Additional features dis-
tinguish this system from a recently reported analog that utilizes
an open mesh of serpentine-shaped filamentary solid metal
traces56, such as (i) smooth, continuous surfaces with shapes that
can be described quantitatively using non-linear elastic mem-
brane mechanics theory, validated by high resolution 3D digital
image correlation57 (3D-DIC) techniques, (ii) large-scale shape
libraries for rapid programming, and (iii) capabilities in shape
fixation and reprogramming between different geometries that
can support mechanical loads. An unusual 3D dynamic display
system provides a representative example of an application of
these morphable materials in the area of advanced optics.

Results and discussion
Concepts and design principles. Figure 1 presents a schematic
illustration of the materials and methods for actuation. The
particular soft microfluidics structure shown here incorporates
thin layers (~100 µm) of a low modulus (E= ~232 kPa) for-
mulation of a silicone elastomer (Dragon Skin 10, Smooth-On),
molded and assembled using established approaches in soft

lithography. A laser cutter (LPKF ProtoLaser R) defines isolated
straight ribbons (width b= 900 µm) that contain the microfluidic
channels (cross section: width bmetal= 300 µm, height hmetal=
200 µm). An injection process fills these channels with eutectic
gallium-indium (EGaIn; 75% Gallium, 25% Indium by weight) as
a liquid metal conducting ribbon. The total thickness h of each of
these ribbons is ~400 µm including the encapsulated liquid metal.
Assembling these ribbons into a grid pattern and bonding them
onto a thin (hmembrane= 5 µm) layer of a different type of silicone
elastomer (Ecoflex 00—20: Silicone Thinner = 10:8 by weight,
Smooth-On; Emembrane= 6.8 kPa) completes the fabrication, as in
Fig. 1a and b. Details are in the Methods section and Supple-
mentary Figs. 1 and 2. The resulting membrane is optically
transparent in regions not occupied by the liquid metal and it is
extremely compliant (tensile rigidity EmembranehmembraneLs=
~1.3 mN per unit strain, where Ls= ~39 mm is edge length of the
surface) due to its small thickness and low effective elastic
modulus. The membrane deforms ~10% under the weight of a
0.01 g water droplet (Supplementary Fig. 3). Other choices in
dimensions, geometries, and constituent materials are possible.

When placed in a magnetic field, this surface (initially in flat,
2D geometry; Fig. 1c) can be programmed to transform into
various 3D shapes through the action of Lorentz forces generated
by passing electric currents (I) through the liquid metal ribbons
(Fig. 1d). Specifically, each ribbon serves as an independent
control channel that drives local deformations in the membrane.
An external power source defines the magnitude (I) and the
direction of the current in each ribbon, via the use of a
microcontroller (Arduino Mega 2560). This arrangement enables
precise control of both the magnitude and direction of the
Lorentz forces (F = L I × B) that act on each ribbon, where B is
the magnetic field and L is the ribbon length. Most experiments
reported here use a non-uniform magnetic field generated by a
single permanent cuboidal block magnet (38.1 mm × 38.1 mm ×
38.1 mm) placed ~5 mm below the surface (39 mm × 39mm).
The field in this case is mostly parallel to the surface plane, with
an amplitude of ~0.2 T at the center and gradually decreasing to
~0.1 T at the edges. The ability to achieve shape-morphing on
demand in non-uniform magnetic fields greatly enhances the
practicality of the system. Some experiments rely on a uniform
magnetic field created by placing two permanent disk magnets
(diameter= 76.2 mm, thickness= 12.7 mm) in parallel to each
other separated at a distance of 45 mm, with the programmable
surface (25 mm × 25mm) placed in between. Here, the magnetic
field is parallel to the surface plane, oriented at a 45° angle with
respect to the ribbons, with a uniform magnitude of ~0.15 T.
Details appear in Supplementary Fig. 4. For the examples
reported here, the current that passes through each channel has
a magnitude between 0 and ±0.5A. With a maximum magnetic
field B ~ 0.2 T and a maximum ribbon length L ~ 48 mm, the
Lorentz force per channel ranges from 0 to 4.8 mN, in both the
upward and downward directions. With a resistance for each
channel R ~ 0.5Ω, the maximum power consumption per ribbon
is 125 mW, calculated via P= I2R.

3D-DIC methods define full-field displacements and strains
across the entire area of the system during operation. Figure 1d–f
presents predictions of the surface at maximum deformation
determined by finite element analysis (FEA) along with
corresponding experimental measurements. An optical image
captured using a single camera (Fig. 1d) indicates a shape profile
that is similar to the FEA result (Fig. 1e). Quantitative imaging by
3D-DIC (Fig. 1f) also agrees with FEA, as shown in the color
maps. The essential physics can also be captured using theoretical
methods. For an isolated ribbon structure with two fixed ends, the
effect of bending becomes negligible when the out-of-plane
deformation is large (e.g., maximum deformation u/L~10%) such
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that in-plane tension dominates. In this condition, dimensional
analysis suggests that u/L increases with the total force BIL
divided by the in-plane tensile rigidity E(bh−bmetalhmetal)
according to the following scaling law,

u
L
¼ G

BIL

E bh� bmetalhmetal

� �
" #

ð1Þ

where G is a nonlinear function determined by FEA. Equation (1)
matches with FEA results (Fig. 1g), thereby validating the use of
computational techniques in the design of these types of
programmable surfaces. Due to the extremely small thickness
(~5 µm) and low modulus (~6.8 kPa) of the membrane, the
tensile rigidity of the membrane is ~2 orders of magnitude lower
than that of an isolated ribbon. As a result, the maximum
deformation of the programmable surface with an N-by-N array
of ribbons can also be well predicted by Eq. (1) with an error less
than 10%. Figure 1h shows the maximum deformation of the
programmable surface with different number of ribbons as a
function of the dimensionless parameter from the scaling law.
Since both the total force 2NBIL and the total tensile rigidity
2NE(bh−bmetal hmetal) are linearly proportional to the total

number of ribbons 2N, increasing the number of ribbons has little
effect on the maximum out-of-plane deformation of the surface.
This invariance of maximum deformation on the total number of
ribbons supports a simple scaling process for enhancing the shape
fidelity without significantly altering the programming control. A
4-by-4 design represents the focus of studies described in the
following sections.

Fast, diverse 3D shape morphing and reprogramming. Trans-
formations from the initial planar configuration can occur rapidly
into a diverse collection of 3D shapes. Even a relatively simple 4-
by-4 ribbon design (8 ribbons in total) provides close to half a
million possible shapes (58= ~0.4 million) when implemented
with only five levels of control over the currents supplied to each
ribbon. Transformations between these shapes are fast due to the
electromagnetic actuation mechanism. For an isolated ribbon,
FEA predicts the time to reach a stable deformation is ~50 ms
when accounting for dynamic effects (see Supplementary Fig. 5
and Methods), which agrees well with experimental measurement
of ~30 ms. Supplementary Table 1 presents a summary of the
various shape morphing systems and their response time58–60.
The system presented in this work is among the fastest. For the
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Fig. 1 Programmable surfaces enabled by electromagnetic actuation of liquid metal networks. a Schematic illustration of the fabrication process. Soft
microfluidic channels filled with liquid metal serve as conducting ribbons bonded onto a thin elastomeric membrane (~5 µm) to form the programmable
surface. b Optical image of the programmable surface before and after filling with liquid metal. The elastomeric membrane is optically transparent in
regions not occupied by liquid metal. Scale bar, 5 mm for the surface, 500 µm for the exploded view illustration of the microchannels. Optical images of the
surface in the initial flat configuration (c) and at maximum deformation (d). Various 3D shapes can be obtained through the action of Lorentz forces by
controlling the electric currents passing through each liquid metal ribbon. Scale bar, 5 mm. FEA (e) and 3D Digital Image Correlation (3D-DIC; f) results of
the surface in d. g Scaling law results for the maximum deformation of an isolated liquid metal ribbon as a function of ribbon geometries, material
properties, magnetic field strength, and applied current. h Plots of the maximum surface deformation as a function of the scaling law parameters with
different ribbon numbers (2-by-2, 4-by-4, and 8-by-8).
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entire surface, the experimentally measured total response time
for developing a full shape starting from a flat configuration is
~300 ms, dominated by the viscoelastic response of the mem-
brane (~250 ms for the membrane to reach maximum deforma-
tion). This result is also in agreement with FEA prediction, as
shown in Supplementary Fig. 5. The switching speed between two
arbitrary shapes is the sum of the time to develop the first shape
(~300 ms), the time to process the script for the next shape
(~50 ms), followed by the time to develop the second shape
(~300 ms). Supplementary Movie 1 illustrates these processes in
slow motion with timestamps.

These transformations are fully reversible (i.e., shape repro-
gramming) due to the nature of the constituent materials and the
mechanisms for actuation. Figure 2a presents four representative
3D shapes, each transformed from a 2D flat sheet that uses a
collection of ribbons in an orthogonal lattice design (45°/−45°)
actuated in a nonuniform magnetic field associated with a single
permanent block magnet. Each case shows good agreement
between FEA and experimental results (optical and 3D-DIC),
even under these nonuniform magnetic field conditions. The
difference between FEA and 3D-DIC measurements is typically
less than 2% (normalized by the edge length of surface Ls) for
~90% of the measured points (Supplementary Fig. 6). Detailed
analysis of the errors associated with the intrinsic uncertainties of
3D-DIC reconstruction appears in Methods and Supplementary
Fig. 7. Additional results for shape transformations in a uniform
magnetic field are available in Supplementary Fig. 8. FEA predicts
that the maximum principal strain of ~6% occurs around the
edges in Shape I (Fig. 2a; Supplementary Fig. 9). Supplementary

Movie 2 presents 20 shapes, including those in Fig. 2a, and
illustrates the fast and fully reversible nature of these transforma-
tions. Tracking five representative points on the surface
(Supplementary Fig. 10) as a function of time serves as the basis
for quantifying the reversibility during a process of programmed
change between 50 consecutive shapes, returning to the initial 2D
planar configuration between each transformation. As shown in
Supplementary Fig. 10, the displacements of these points return
to zero after each cycle, consistent with the reversible operation.
Tracking the displacement response of the center point on the
surface using 3D-DIC during a loading and unloading cycle
where currents increase from 0 to 0.5 A then decrease back to 0 A
suggests negligible hysteresis in the system (Supplementary
Fig. 11). Programmable surfaces that use non-orthogonal and
asymmetric ribbon layouts are also possible, as shown in the
examples of Fig. 2b for a 0°/45° ribbon layout. Supplementary
Movie 3 presents results of fast switching between 20 shapes
achieved with this system. Supplementary Figs. 12 and 13 show
the underlying deformations of the liquid metal ribbons and the
applied currents that correspond to the various 3D continuous
shapes shown in Fig. 2.

3D DIC-enabled rapid transforming to target shapes. A
simulation-guided approach can be used to achieve targeted
shapes, but with practical limitations associated with computa-
tional time, typically on the order of hours for one shape pre-
diction using a workstation with 40-core, 2.40 GHz CPU, and
64 GB memory. An alternative, empirical scheme relies on
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Fig. 2 3D shapes transformed from the programmable surface. a FEA predictions and experimental results (3D-DIC and optical images) of four
representative 3D shapes transformed from the programmable surface featuring an orthogonal and symmetric ribbon layout (45°/−45°) in a non-uniform
magnetic field associated with a single permanent block magnet. b FEA predictions and experimental results (3D DIC and optical images) of four
representative 3D shapes transformed from the programmable surface featuring a non-orthogonal and asymmetric ribbon layout (0°/45°) in the same
magnetic field as in a. Scale bars, 5 mm.
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building a library database by fast switching between a broad,
diverse sequence of shapes while performing high-speed 3D
imaging. The results yield relationships between large numbers of
shapes and the corresponding currents in the ribbons. Within a
few hours, data of this type can be acquired for ~7000 shapes. (An
FEA approach using the computational resource described above
would require ~2 years of computational time.) Details appear in
Supplementary Figs. 14 and 15. Target shapes defined in Sup-
plementary Note 1 and Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 can be
matched to a selection within this library using a cost function
defined by the sum of squares differences between the vertical
displacements of a collection of locations across the surface. This
matching process can be achieved within 1 ms using the same
workstation for FEA predictions. Figure 3a and b shows some
examples of target shapes realized using programmable surfaces
with 45°/−45° and 0°/45° ribbon layouts respectively. Examples
include a dome shape with four relatively flat corners (Fig. 3a,
top), and wave shapes with long (one peak and one valley across
the sample width; Fig. 3b top) and short (two peaks and one
valley across the sample width; Fig. 3b bottom) wavelengths. The
surface can be programmed to switch between any collections of
these shapes rapidly and on demand, as shown in Supplementary
Movies 4 and 5.

Shape fixation. The liquid–solid phase transition associated with
the liquid metal features can be exploited for shape fixation. Here,
a materials system of pure gallium (melting temperature: 29 °C)
and silicone microfluidic channels with circular cross-sections
(ID = 0.30 mm, OD = 0.63 mm, E = 3.25MPa, McMaster-Carr)
serves to demonstrate this feature at room temperature (~20 °C).
Due to the combined effects of Joule heating and supercooling61,
gallium remains in the liquid state even at room temperature
(~9 °C below its melting point), allowing for the same, versatile
shape transformations demonstrated previously using EGaIn
(melting temperature: 17 °C). Carefully spraying a refrigerant

(1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane, Fisher Scientific) onto the surface
decreases the gallium temperature significantly below its melting
point to ~−50 °C, via effects of evaporative cooling. Performing
this process while maintaining the desired current distribution
transforms the gallium to its solid state in less than 1 s and
consequently fixes the shape. The surface maintains this shape
without external currents or magnetic field, provided that the
temperature remains below 29 °C (Fig. 3c, bottom) which
includes room temperature (~20 °C). For shape-reprogramming,
Joule heating that follows from passing current through the gal-
lium (0.5 A applied at room temperature melts the gallium within
30 s; Supplementary Fig. 16) or from other mechanisms (e.g., IR
illumination) liquefies the solid gallium ribbons, thereby return-
ing the surface to its initial flat configuration and allowing for
subsequent shape transformations (Fig. 3c, top and Supplemen-
tary Movie 6). This shape fixation and reprograming scheme can
be applied repeatedly when the ambient temperature remains
below 29 °C. For applications where the ambient temperature is
higher than 29 °C, other metal/alloy choices can be considered.
The force–displacement curves in Fig. 3d show that the stiffness
of a surface that incorporates a 4-by-4 array of ribbons with
gallium in the liquid state is approximately ~10× lower. The
stiffness difference at various levels of vertical compressive dis-
placement appears in Supplementary Fig. 17. The stiffness
increase due to the liquid to solid phase transition of gallium
enables the load bearing capability of the structure. Figure 3e and
Supplementary Movie 7 show support of a ball with a mass of
~2.5 g. Additional FEA results in Supplementary Fig. 18 show
that the surface (hmembrane= 100 μm and Emembrane= 100 kPa)
deforms ~1.5 mm under 1 kPa of pressure applied over a circular
area with diameter D= 20 mm at the center. The deformation
decreases to ~0.5 mm when the total number of ribbons are
increased from 4-by-4 to 16-by-16. The change in stiffness
enabled by the liquid to solid phase transition of liquid metal is
one of the many techniques to achieve “variable stiffness” on
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Fig. 3 Target shape programming and shape fixation. Various target shapes realized by the programmable surfaces with 45°/−45° (a) and 0°/45° (b)
ribbon layouts, respectively. c Shape fixation and reprogramming utilizing liquid metal phase transition. d Experimental results of the different
force–displacement response of a surface that incorporates a 4-by-4 array of gallium ribbons in solid and liquid states. e Load bearing capability of the
surface with gallium ribbons in solid and liquid states. Scale bars, 5 mm.
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demand62. Other notable approaches utilize shape memory
materials63 and electroactive polymers64, jamming65 or
buckling66 mechanisms, as well as electro-bonded laminates67,
multi-layered beams68, and aerofoils69 in aerospace structures.

4D programmability. The unique set of capabilities described
above provide the basis for a 4D programmable material—i.e., a
system capable of imitating dynamic, sequential shape-morphing
processes, as opposed to discrete geometries. A simple demon-
stration involves reproducing the dynamic physical process
associated with a sphere dropping onto an elastomeric membrane
under the action of gravity, as captured by high-speed 3D ima-
ging and then subsequently reproduced by shape-programming,
as presented in Fig. 4a. Here, as a test membrane undergoes
continuous shape changes caused by movement of the ball,
imaging captures the precise 3D coordinates associated with a
collection of time-evolving shapes in a sequence. This sequence
defines target shapes for the programmable surface. Using the fast
inverse-design scheme described previously, a temporal sequence
of applied currents can be determined within seconds. Applying
these time dependent currents yields a moving surface that
reproduces the dynamics of the test membrane with the ball, but
without the ball, as shown in Fig. 4b and Supplementary Movie 8.

Vibration insensitive projection screens and 3D display sys-
tems. This sort of dynamic, programmable operation creates
opportunities in various applications, including those that involve
optics and information display. For example, doping the silicone
used in these systems yields a platform that can serve as a
dynamically programmable projection screen. As an adaptive
optical element, appropriately programmed changes in shape can
reduce/cancel parasitic motions induced by vibrations or other
mechanical disturbances. Figure 5 illustrates this concept with the
projection of a purple letter “N” (flat state, Fig. 5a, left). Intro-
ducing vibrational noise causes the screen to bulge upwards
(Fig. 5a, right) such that the top portion of the letter “N” becomes
invisible. Optimized actuation of the surface eliminates this bulge
to recover a planar geometry (Fig. 5b, right). Insufficient current
amplitudes lead to under-correction, where the top portion of the
letter “N” remains invisible (Fig. 5b, left). Excessive currents cause
over-correction, such that the lower and middle portion of the
letter moves out of sight (Fig. 5b, middle). 3D-DIC captures this
noise canceling process in real-time (Fig. 5a and b, bottom row).
This process also appears as Supplementary Movie 9. Figure 5c
presents the displacement of the center point on the surface as a

function of time measured by 3D imaging quantitatively,
demonstrating the active noise canceling capability.

A compelling extension of this concept is in a class of dynamic
3D display system that coordinates morphing of the geometry of
the screen with moving images projected onto it. Figure 6a and b
presents a schematic illustration (Fig. 6a) and an optical image
(Fig. 6b) of a setup where such changes in shape create interesting
effects. Figure 6c presents an illustration in which a video of a
moving ball projects onto the surface as the shape of the surface
morphs to create an illusion of physical interactions. Specifically,
the projected ball appears to engage with the surface in a manner
similar to an actual ball moving and modulating the shape of the
surface due to gravity and inertial effects. In this example, the ball
lifts from the center, slides into one of the four corners, lifts again,
slides across the surface diagonally into the opposite corner and
finally slides back to the starting center position. This dynamic
3D movie appears in Supplementary Movie 10. The ability to
morph a traditional 2D display into a dynamic 3D surface may
complement or extend holographic display concepts, with
potential use in virtual or augmented reality systems.

In summary, the concepts introduced here establish a versatile
and robust design and fabrication scheme for shape-
programmable surfaces. The approach utilizes cross-bar arrays
of liquid metal soft microfluidic structures and electromagnetic
actuation, yielding a set of capabilities previously unattainable in
a single materials system. Key features include fast and
continuous surface shape morphing and reprogramming with
access to a diverse set of 3D shapes originating from a single 2D
planar configuration and well-controlled 4D electronic program-
mability. Computational methods capable of predicting complex
3D shape transformations in non-uniform magnetic fields in
conjunction with advanced 3D imaging techniques that enable
fast and precise quantification of surface deformation serve as
both design and characterization tools. A 3D display system with
noise cancellation capability represents one example of many in
applied optics, where the 3D movement of the surface is time
synchronized with projected video content. These and other
unusual features of this simple materials system suggest a broad
range of opportunities in flexible electronics, soft robotics, and
biomedical devices.

Methods
Fabrication of liquid metal ribbons. Preparation of liquid metal ribbons began
with 3D printing (printer: Form 3, Formlabs, material: Clear V4) to form a mold
with patterns in the geometries of the microfluidic channels (cross section width =
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300 µm, height= 200 µm). Spin coating a layer of silicone elastomer (Dragon Skin
10, Smooth-On) at 1000 rpm for 30 s onto the mold and curing at 75 °C for 30 min
yielded the channel layer (thickness= ~100 µm). Spin coating another layer of
Dragon Skin at 3000 rpm for 30 s and curing at 75 °C for 30 min formed the
capping layer (thickness= ~100 µm). Both layers were treated with corona dis-
charge for 2 min to facilitate bonding between them. Baking on a hotplate at 75 °C
for 30 min with some applied pressure ensured strong adhesion. A laser cutting
(ProtoLaser R, LPKF Laser & Electronics AG) process defined the geometric
outlines of ribbons (cross section width= 900 µm, thickness= ~400 µm) con-
taining the microfluidic channels (cross section width = 300 µm, height= 200 µm).
Injecting liquid metal into the microfluidic channels completed the fabrication of
the liquid metal ribbon structures.

Fabrication of freestanding ultrathin elastomeric membrane. Preparation of a
freestanding elastomeric membrane began with mixing soft silicone elastomer
(Ecoflex 00—20, Smooth-On) with silicone thinner (Silicone Thinner, Smooth-On)
at a 10:8 weight ratio (silicone: thinner). A thin layer of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
solution (20 wt%) was spin coated (3000 rpm for 30 s) and cured (110 °C on a
hotplate for 1 min) on a clean glass slide (75 mm × 50 mm) serving as a sacrificial
layer. The diluted silicone mixture was then spin cast (6000 rpm for 30 s) onto the
PVA layer and cured (75 °C in an oven for 30 min), to yield a thin elastomeric
membrane (thickness = ~5 µm). A 3D printed frame (thickness = 8 mm, printer:
Form 3, Formlabs, material: Flexible 80A) was bonded onto this membrane using a
silicone adhesive (Kwik-Sil, World Precision Instruments). Immersing the entire
assembly in water overnight dissolved the underlying PVA, to release the mem-
brane from the glass side with the frame to facilitate handling.

Finite element analysis. The computational modeling used commercial FEA
software Abaqus in conjunction with a homemade Python script. The model pre-
dicted the deformation of the liquid metal ribbons and the programmable surface
under electromagnetic actuation. The electric module in Abaqus simulated the dis-
tribution of current densities with the applied voltages as the boundary conditions.
The Python script then calculated the distribution of the Lorentz forces and trans-
ferred the information to the mechanics module in Abaqus as body forces to predict
the deformation. The simulation was divided into several loading steps such that a
small portion (<5%) of total electric current was added in each step. The nonuniform
magnetic field generated by the cuboidal magnet (length 2a, magnetization M) was
calculated by the formula below70 (details appear in Supplementary Fig. 4)

Bx ¼
μ0M
4π

ln
F2ð�x; z;�yÞF2ðx; z; yÞ
F2ðx; z;�yÞF2ð�x; z; yÞ

� �

By ¼ � μ0M
4π

ln
F1ð�z; x; yÞ þ F1ð�z; x;�yÞ þ F1ð�z;�x; yÞ þ F1ð�z;�x;�yÞþ

F1ðz; x; yÞ þ F1ðz; x;�yÞ þ F1ðz;�x; yÞ þ F1ðz;�x;�yÞ

� �

Bz ¼
μ0M
4π

ln
F2ð�z; x;�yÞF2ðz; x; yÞ
F2ðz; x;�yÞF2ð�z; x; yÞ

� �
;

with

F1ðx; y; zÞ ¼ arctan
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and where μ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space. The magnetization wasM =
1.1 × 106 A/m (μ0M = 1.38 T), measured experimentally using a Gauss meter (PCE-
MFM 3000, PCE instruments). The thin membrane was modeled by four-node shell
elements. The walls of the microfluidic channels were modeled by eight-node solid
elements. As the liquid metal was fully sealed inside microfluidics channels, no flow
would occur. The liquid metal was modeled as an incompressible solid with negligible
rigidity using eight-node solid elements. A refined mesh with feature sizes smaller than
1/5 of the thickness of the channel wall was adopted to ensure accuracy. The Mooney-
Rivlin hyperelastic constitutive model was adopted by all materials, with the elastic
modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) being Emembrane= 7.0 kPa and νmembrane= 0.49 for
the membrane, E = 232 kPa and ν= 0.49 for the channel walls, Eliquid= 1.0 kPa and
νliquid= 0.49 for the liquidmetal (EGaIn and gallium), and Esolid= 9.8 GPa and νsolid=
0.47 for the solid gallium. The dynamic response in Supplementary Fig. 5 was simu-
lated by the implicit dynamic module in Abaqus. A stiffness proportional damping
factor β= 10−2 (Rayleigh damping) was introduced to model the effect of dissipation
of the liquid metal and the elastomer of the microfluidic channel. The viscoelastic
constitutive model with a Prony series fitted with experimental results (dynamic
mechanical analysis) was adopted by the silicone elastomer of the membrane. The
density (ρ) of materials were ρmetal= 6.25 g/cm3 for the liquid metal, ρ= 1.07 g/cm3

for the channel walls, and ρmembrane= 1.07 g/cm3 for the membrane, respectively.

3D Digital image correlation. Advanced 3D imaging technique, 3D-DIC, was
used in this work as a critical tool to quantify surface deformation and compare
FEA and experimental results57. 3D-DIC experiments used two high-speed
cameras (2048 × 1088 in resolution; HT-2000M, Emergent) with 35-mm imaging
lenses (F1.4 manual focus; Kowa). Supplementary Fig. 7a presents the sche-
matics of the programmable surface in a magnetic field integrated with 3D
imaging capabilities. To minimize errors associated with the ultrathin and
transparent programmable membrane, both extrinsic and intrinsic camera
parameters were optimized including f-number, illumination, focal length, dis-
tortion, light sensitivity, and gain systems. Images of multiple checkerboard
patterns71 served as the basis for correcting image distortions as shown in
Supplementary Fig. 7b. The overall mean reprojection error after the correction
was <0.5 pixels for all cameras (Supplementary Fig. 7c). The programmable
surfaces were uniformly coated with black dots (~200–500 μm) using a spray-
painting technique72. The 3D imaging acquisition hardware and the program-
mable surface system were externally synchronized to allow rapid, automated
collection of data for thousands of different shapes. The investigation volume
was 40 × 40 × 10 mm3, and RSEM between true calibration and 3D reconstructed
points was ~70 μm (Supplementary Fig. 7d). 3D reconstruction error statistics
show that the median values of difference between true calibration points and
3D reconstructed points were ~15, 15, and 7 µm for x, y, and z coordinates,
respectively. To achieve high resolution and accurate deformation character-
istics, the DIC subset radius and spacing were set as 30 and 15 pixels, resolving
over 1500 grids. Data points with high correlation coefficients (>0.5 max cor-
relation coefficient), in which indicated inconsistencies between two image sets
due to the light reflection or/and transparency of programmable surfaces, were
filtered out to minimize errors during the 3D reconstruction process. Filtered
datasets were grid-interpolated into 20 by 20 grid points to generate consistent
data points and grid locations across all set of experiments.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
authors upon reasonable request.

Code availability
The codes that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
authors upon reasonable request.
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